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Getting started in virtual reality – Marian Island / Firestorm
Virtual reality affords you many opportunities to meet with others across a shared environment within a
common space.  This manual intends to give you useful, basic start-up capabilities.  Virtual environments
are complex environments that are under development – therefore, menus can change and features may
have temporary “glitches.”  Use these materials and apply judgment and trial-and-error if things do not
work the way you anticipate; you will have explicit instructions and often video links to guide your work.
THIS DOCUMENT ATTEMPTS TO PROVIDE YOU WITH BASIC SKILLS – continue to experiment with the
many additional features beyond the scope of this document to learn all the many controls that you
have. Primarily, remember to enjoy the process of learning and of meeting with others that this amazing
media affords.  Please use the Table of Contents to help you find items quickly.  (Created by Dr. Eileen
O’Connor.)

A. Gaining entry: two steps at the startup/later returns
This guide shows you how to gain access to Marian Island using the Firestorm viewer.  The initial work is
a two-step process.  On a later return you will simply enter Marian Island through one step.  There are
multiple viewers that allow you to gain access to Marian Island and all have approximately the same
functions but the interface may differ slightly.
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A1.  Step 1:   Getting a Kitely account
(If you have any trouble with the instructions below, you can click here to use these directions from the
Kitely organization itself.)  Kitely is an open-source vendor that affords organizations and developers cost
effective ways to bring their virtual environments to their users.  You will start by getting a Kitely account
and a username and password.  The name you choose at this point will be the name assigned to the
avatar that you create.  You will also select whether you will have a male or female avatar, however,
avatars can be changed in any way once you are on the island itself.   You will proceed partway through
the process and then you will move to Step 2, further below, to get the Firestorm viewer.

⎯ Open your Internet browser and type www.kitely.com and then click sign in In the upper right
corner;

⎯ You are given several options for signing in, click on your choice and follow the required steps,
which will differ depending on the choice that you have selected;

⎯ During the process of signing in you will give your avatar a first and last name and a password
– keep this in a safe location so that you can remember for future sign on – NOTE:  this is a
different avatar than you have in Second Life if you have an account there too – you can use
the same avatar name if you so choose but you are signing onto a different server and
virtual-reality environment than Second Life;

⎯ As you can see in Figure 1 below in the top part of the menu, you are now prompted through
the steps of getting a viewer; you can click on the Firestorm for OpenSim link at that time or you
go to this link -- http://www.firestormviewer.org/downloads/

⎯ Proceed to Step 2 further below.

Figure 1.  Top part of the final first-step menu

A2.  Step 2:   Getting Firestorm and getting started  / first landing
Firestorm is the viewer used within this Manual.  You can actually access many different virtual
environments through this viewer; Second Life as well.  Once you have downloaded Firestorm, you will
then be moving to Kitely and then to Marian Island.
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⎯ Download the Firestorm viewer from this link – http://www.firestormviewer.org/downloads/ ;
this 2.5 minute video reviews the download steps – NOTE:  this video shows a different island, so
you would need to substitute the Step 2 further below for that aspect;

⎯ Using the tabs towards the middle of the page, select the type of machine that you have– if you
are not sure whether you have a 32 bit or 64 bit machine then select the 32 bit version

⎯ Be sure that you are downloading the version that says OpenSim as you see in Figure 2 below
where the two choices are outlined in red

Figure 2.  Choices for downloading Firestorm

Follow the directions to bring the Firestorm viewer onto your computer; there are two ways that you
might be able to log into Kitely, as are explained below; try Method 1 first (it is easier) and go to Method
2 is necessary:

⎯ METHOD ONE:   Now you will begin the process of directing the Firestorm viewer to go to the
Kitely servers and then you will direct it to Marian Island; first, click open the grid manager
(under Log into Grid)  at the bottom of the Kitely screen which is presented in Figure 3.  If Kitely
appears as one of the options, click Kitely– then you would type the name of your avatar and
the password;

⎯ in the area shown in Figure 3 called Start At, you would type in Marian Island – remember to
type carefully!!!. Then you would click Log In which will bring you first to a wait  station and
then to Marian Island.  If you do not see Kitely as one of your choices then proceed with
METHOD TWO.

Figure 3.  Login screen in Firestorm
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⎯ METHOD 2: If you do not see Kitely when you went to the Log into
Grid area, then click Viewer > Preference at the top of the screen as
shown in Figure 4

⎯ Being sure that you have the left-side option for Opensim checked and
the top option for Grid Manager checked as well (see Figure 5 below) ,
then move into the space called Add new grid and type Kitely then
move in to the space called Grid URI and type
http://gridKitely.com:8002/ then click Apply & OK

⎯ You should be returned to the login page and, as in Figure 3 above, you would type your avatar’s
first and last name, the password and, in the Start At area, you would type Marian Island

⎯ Being sure that the Log into Grid area says Kitely you would then click Log In
⎯ Once you are actually logged into Kitely, you first move to a transfer station and, on your first

visit, you go to the Kitely Welcome Center

At the Welcome Center, you can try moving about and also gather some other clothes for your avatar – if
this is your first time into Kitely, you may want to jump ahead to Moving your avatar/ Simple navigation
and then to C1. Acquiring looks & outfits

Figure 5.  Setting the Firestorm viewer to Kitely
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A3.  Returning to Marian islands / four islands in Marian
Although you need to set up the access to Marian when you begin visiting there, for return visits you
merely need to open the Firestorm application on your computer and then put in your password – the
application will remember your avatar name and will return you to your last location.

If you do not get on Marian Island directly then open the Map icon on the bottom of the screen (six in
from the right), then click into the Find text area and type Marian then click Find again (see Figure 7 on
page ); when the island is displayed, click Teleport at the bottom of that dialog box, and wait for the
island to open and come into view.

Marian Island consists of four islands – the landing point is a warehouse of free materials made available
to students who are creating their own islands.   Marian serves other purposes, so you may be directed
to other islands.   A fast way to move to other islands is to click on the Map icon (bottom of the screen,
six in from the right) and when the four islands come into view, double click the specific island that you
want to visit.   Here is a 2 minute video on moving around on Marian Island.

A4.   Understanding the use of viewers
Viewers are the way that end users gain access to virtual reality.  Over time, a number of different
viewers have emerged– Second Life, Imprudence, Singularity, Firestorm –and each have appeal to
different types of users.  Firestorm generally works well for new users and is represented here, however,
feel free to use other viewers if you have familiarity with them.    Actually, it is good practice to learn to
locate the functions you see here within different interfaces so if you intend to use virtual reality on a
regular basis try using other viewers as well.

B. Moving your avatar/ Simple navigation
Moving your avatar will seem strange at first – unless you have worked with in virtual environments or
gaming environments.  There are a number of ways to move; below you will see some of them.   The key
to learning how to move is to “do it.” It will seem awkward at first but enjoy yourself.  Learn to fly, walk,
and hop around (teleporting).  Below you will find several methods.  Later in this document in Making
large moves (teleporting) / Finding other islands on page , you will find ways to move very quickly over
large spaces.

Once you are in a virtual location you can:

⎯ Click on the Walk/Run/Fly icon on the bottom menu and, in the detachable menu that appears,
first click on the desired mode and then use the directional arrows to turn yourself and the up
and down dotted arrows to move up or down with in that mode; this 1.5-minute video reviews
the moving  options;

⎯ You can use E on the keyboard to move up and start flying and F on the keyboard to stop flying;
you can use the directional arrows to make yourself change direction; if you see typing instead of
avatar movement, you may need to set the preference appropriately by clicking Avatar in the top
line menu > Preferences > moving over to the General tab and then click to be sure that the
Affects movement (ie. WASD) and then click Apply and OK (at the bottom of this menu; not
shown)– as outlined in red in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6.  Top part of the preference menu that controls avatar movement

C. Changing your avatar’s appearance
Your avatar will come with preset appearance based on your choice of male or female at the start.  You
will be able to quickly acquire a new outfit and a new look.  You can also have fun going into an
appearance mode that lets you make even more changes.  Within the Kitely Island you can actually
purchase different avatar looks and there can be much time spent in improving the looks of your avatars.
Only some basics are provided below but you are encouraged to have fun and experiment with different
looks.

C1. Acquiring looks & outfits/ From Welcome Center & from vendors
When you first come into Kitely, you go to the Kitely Welcome Center, there you can get a different look
and some other outfits.  This section explains how to get these items and how you can wear these items;
The same method for putting on items works if you purchase them from Kitely vendors too (at
https://www.kitely.com/market).  Islands are being created by Kitely users that have free clothes as well
– you may want to visit Freebie islands to see what they have available.

⎯ Either when you first arrived at the Kitely Welcome Center, or when you choose to go there
later, by clicking the Map Icon at the bottom of the screen and then in the World Map that
opens type Kitely Welcome Center and then clicking Find; you will then see the menu shown in
Figure 7 below;

⎯ Click Teleport at the bottom of the menu in Figure 7 and you would move to the landing zone
(shown as in I in a blue circle in the figure); you could move over to the location that contains
the clothing options by walking or flying to the area that is shown by the red arrow;
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Figure 7.  Moving to the clothing area in Kitely

⎯ Once you are at the kiosk with the pictures of different avatars (although remember that
islands can be changed my their owners, so look for this kiosk if you don’t see it right away),
you would right click on the avatar image at the kiosk that you like, then click Buy on the wheel
menu, as shown in Figure 8 below;

⎯ Click Buy– there is no charge ; once you click through this menu, the items will automatically
go into the Inventory on your Firestorm account – you can later determine which items you
want to wear yourself;  here is a 4.25 minute video that shows the logon procedures and how
to acquire a number of free outfits and looks (the outfits start at 2 minutes);
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Figure 8.  Acquiring outfits and shapes from Kitely Welcome Center

⎯
⎯ Move to a more private location (sometimes you may lose some of your clothing when you are

getting changed) and try out some of your new clothing options; first determine what clothing
your avatar already has by going to Inventory by clicking the Inventory icon in the bottom right
and then first clicking open Current Outfit to see what your avatar is wearing already as you
can see in Figure 9 below; review this 2-minute video to see how clothing can be added to your
avatar;

⎯ By right-clicking items you can see the options that are opened to you for each item  – wearing
something/ taking something off /adding something to an existing item; review this 2 minute
video on ways you can put clothing from your inventory onto your avatar

⎯ You also should look down at the bottom of your inventory to where the items that you just
“bought” from Kitely will have gone; once you open those items you can choose to add them
to your outfit or replace items in your outfit based on the options that you are given.
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Figure 9.  Opening Inventory  and finding current outfit

THINGS TO NOTICE ABOUT AVATAR ITEMS WHEN THEY ARE IN YOUR INVENTORY

⎯ Each avatar has a “skin” that determines the basic coloring of the skin and shape of the avatar;
you may want to change this later however it is rather complex so you should choose the type of
skin that you want for your avatar; they can also have shapes too - different items can interact
with the Appearance > Edit Shape areas to create some surprising effects
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⎯ You can combine different effects and outfit items from different avatars – not all items have to
come from the same avatar folder; however, you may also choose to double click on the main
avatar name or avatar folder and therefore wear all of the items from that avatar;

⎯ For some items you will notice that they have a base or an alpha entry in the file, that is
something that is placed on before the item – you will see this sometimes with shoes and with
hair; by using the base the item will fit better and not have any strange side effects (such as toes
hanging outside the shoe).

⎯ NOTE:  If you access your island with the same avatar and use different viewers or if you travel
between islands, you may eventually see your avatar appear as a cloud.  This comes from a
problem with accessing your avatar’s inventory of clothing when you move between islands.
Should this happen, put a new skin or shape on your avatar (you can keep extras in your avatar
inventor) and the cloud may disappear.  If the cloud remains, check further online.  Consider
creating a separate inventory folder with spare outfits, skins and shapes if you are moving
between islands.

As with most features in virtual reality, play-with the different options to learn the best and to have the
most control.

C2.  Modifying appearance through the menu
You can also adjust your avatar’s appearance using the Appearance feature.  This can become complex
because your avatar has a “skin” that governs the physical features of the avatar.  It takes several steps to
change that basics skin.  If you have the patience and the interest though, you can create some unique
looks; not all of those steps are addressed here.  Review this 2-minute video for appearance changes you
can make.

⎯ Right click on your avatar and then click Appearance; as suits your interest, click on either Edit
Outfit or Edit Shape of the avatar;

⎯ Based on the choice that you made you will either be able to change the various items of
clothing  or you will be able to change the appearance of your avatar; as you make these
adjustments, the avatar will reflect the changes;

⎯ Based on the changes you make you may elect to save these features as specialized outfits by
using Save As and giving names to these outfits and shapes.

D. Communicating with others
You can have multifaceted communication with in virtual spaces.  Below you will learn how to use text,
speech, and even instant messaging (to reach those with whom you have become “friends”).

D1.  Using speech and text/ Ensuring proper operation
You can communicate both by speech and by text with avatars that are near yours.

⎯ On the bottom menu you can click into the text box labeled Nearby Chat (to the far left) and
type your message – press Enter on your keyboard when you are finished typing the sentence –
this 2-minute video reviews the text / speech process;

⎯ On the bottom menu click the Microphone icon (third in from the left) and, if you have the icon
turned on by clicking both the checkmark in the right corner of the icon and the icon itself and if
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you are wearing a headset with a microphone, you will be able to talk to other avatars near you
– when you are speaking green waves come out of your avatar’s head;

⎯ If an avatar near you is speaking either too softly or too loudly, you can click the headset icon
(next to the Microphone icon) and make adjustments to the volume;

⎯ You may need to adjust the settings to get voice to work properly – click avatar (on the top line
menu) then click Preferences > Sound and media (to the left of the menu) and make the
appropriate adjustments (see Figure 10 below), being sure that the Voice Chat (towards the
middle of the menu) is enabled and the sound options are sufficiently loud; observe all of the
important adjustments you can make to sound through these menu options.   This 2.5 minute
video illustrates how to adjust your voice/speaking option.

Figure 10.  Adjusting sound and voice chat

D2.  Using instant messaging
You may also send messages to “friends” that you have made within Marian islands.  When you
encounter an avatar in the virtual space, you can right click on that avatar and electrical send a message.
This message can ask if they choose to be your friend.  Once you have a friend, you can send messages
to that friend if they are online by clicking on the People icon (toward the middle of the bottom menu)
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and Sending a message to them.  If they are not online they will receive the message when they come on
line again.

D3.  Using built-in gestures
Another way to communicate is through using gestures.  You can move your avatar using the arrows and
the interactions with objects, but you can also show emotions by using the built-in gestures that come
within the Firestorm viewer.  You can gain access to the gestures, by going to COMM at the top of the
screen and scrolling-to and clicking gestures or you can press CTRL+G on your keyboard.  In the menu
that opens (see Figure 11), you have the option of selecting the emotion and then pressing Play.   You
can even create your own string of gestures (and thereby having a more complex set of expressions), you
can click on Edit and then test the different functions that are available.  Use these different gestures to
have fun and to let other avatars know what you are feeling.   This 1.5 minute video reviews how to use
Gestures.  BE SURE YOU ARE CIVIL AND APPROPRIATE with any gestures please.

Figure 11.  Selecting the gesture to communicate

E. Making large moves (teleporting) / Finding other islands
Above you learned how to move your avatar from the keyboard.  You may also move in large steps either
by using the map and teleporting or by creating a landmarks that you can teleport to at later times.
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E1.  Teleporting within Marian Island
You may want to move to other parts of islands that are hereby too you.  You can click on the World Map
icon on the bottom of the screen (six in from the right), move the maps by clicking-and-dragging  until
you can see all of the areas you want to possibly visit, and then double click the area to which you wish
to move.  Depending upon the way an island was developed, you may land below building and artifacts -
this 2.25 min. video shows how to use teleporting. As is shown in Figure 12, by making interactive
adjustments with the maps you can see all the islands that are within the Marian complex; the names of
the islands have been inserted so you can more-easily find locations.  These images will change as
adjustments are made to the islands.  The current location of your avatar is noted by the yellow circle
with the blue profile silhouette inside it.

Figure 12.  Using the World Map for teleporting; locations have been updated since this image

E2.  Setting landmarks/ Returning to landmark areas
Setting landmarks allows you to quickly return to specific locations in the future.  When you are at a
location to which you may want to return:

⎯ Click on World (on the top menu) and then click on Landmark this place;
⎯ In the Create Landmark menu that opens (see Figure 13), click into the title area and give a name

to this landmark – choose one that will help you remember this location in the future; you may
also choose to add a description in the My Notes box below the title;

⎯ When you have completed this naming process, you would then click Save which will at that
point will appear in the menu.
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Figure 13.  Setting a landmark

One way to return to landmark areas Is to open the Inventory icon (at the bottom right of the screen)
and click on the Landmark left-arrow, thereby opening this folder, and then double click the landmark to
which you want to be teleported (If you choose the Teleport prompt that opens).

E3.  Finding other islands while within Marian
You can move to other islands with in the virtual world itself – note, it you can also move to those islands
from the main Kitely menu under www.kitely.com.  If you know the name of the island that you wish to
visit, you would open the World Map (see Figure 12 above) and then type the name of the Island and
click Find.  If the island is located and you have appropriate permissions for accessing that island, you will
be given the option of teleporting to that island.

F. Interacting with objects/ Sitting
Many items in virtual reality are “interactive,” such as the couches, seat, and even amusement park
rides.  Sitting on items is the most common type of interaction; here is a 2.5-minute video on working
with interactive items.  If you see a chair, seat, or bench you may be able to sit on this items, depending
upon how the items was created; to find out if an item has a seat:
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⎯ Bring the mouse over the item and right-click the item, then click Sit Here – if there is a “sit”
established for the item, you will sit properly as you see Figure 14 and Figure 15;

⎯ A Stand button will appear on the screen, and you would click it when you want to stand;
⎯ If the item does not have an actual “sit” or if the sit is not working properly, you will sit at a

strange angle – you would simply click Stand and find a better item on which to sit;
⎯ You may also be able to interact with objects such as vehicles and amusement-park rides – try

right-clicking such objects to see if you can sit on them too

Figure 14.   Sitting on the Train Figure 15.   Sitting on an interactive ride

G. Adjusting for day and night
The virtual islands can simulate day and night.  Sometimes a designer creates an island with a permanent
setting of day or night.  However, it most likely you can change this setting yourself.  Sometimes the
island will become darker or lighter automatically depending upon the time when you are working on
the island.  If you want to change the day vs. night setting, on in the top menu click World and then scroll
down and click Sun Position.  Choose the option that you like , and see the environment change.  You can
get an interesting effect by playing with the different options available.

H. Controlling the view with the cameras / adjusting graphics quality
Your avatar has a default “view” of the environment, the camera angle that is displayed effectively shows
what the avatar would see.  There are several ways that you can control the focus of what the avatar can
see; this 2.75-minute video reviews the camera movement process.

⎯ Click the Camera Control icon on the bottom of the
screen; a menu with a double set of arrows appears
on the screen  – See Figure 16;
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⎯ Click the different directional arrows and/or the assume control (with the plus and minus) to see
the different views that are possible for your avatar;

⎯ ALTERNATIVE:  You may also zoom-in on items quickly by bringing your cursor over the item and
holding-down Alt on the keyboard – a magnifying glass icon appears;

⎯ Then by left clicking the mouse you will bring the focus on to that item and you can use the scroll
wheel on the mouse to zoom in and out.

The quality of the graphics and the speed of your movement interacts.   If you have a high-speed
computer, you may want the better graphics; if your computer has a lower speed, you will want to
reduce the graphics.  This 2-minute video shows you how to adjust graphics quality vs. speed of drawing.

I. Taking Snapshots– to your computer, to inventory and to others
You have the ability to capture the images that you see in virtual
reality by taking Snapshots that you can either store on your computer
or in your Inventory in Kitely or that you can send via e-mail.  View this
1-minute video that reviews the camera features too.

When you have adjusted your camera and have an image that you
might choose to save:

⎯ Click the Snapshot icon to the right in the bottom line menus;
⎯ In the Snapshot Preview menu that opens, you have a number

of different options available, you can save the Snapshots: on
your computer (click the Disk tab), to the Firestorm inventory
(click the Inventory tab), or you could click the Email tab to
email it to others, as you can see Figure 17;

⎯ After you select the type of storage or e-mail that you want,
you can make choices about the type of images that you send
or save;

⎯ When you have completed your choices you would click Save
or Send as appropriate to the options that you have selected.

J. Starting some building/ Other tutorials
All of the reality that you see within Marian Island is created by making
objects that are placed within the environment and then having the
avatars use these objects.  Learning how to build in three dimensions is
very challenging, but also very rewarding.  This particular manual is not
intended to teach you how to build, however, you may want to try building by using some of the sandbox
areas within Marian island.  You can use these areas to test your building skills and interests. Here is the
link to a document that provides many tutorials on building – it is written in the same format as this
document with a Table of Contents and many video guides.  If you look in Section 3 of this linked-to
document, you will find many videos on creating objects.

The linked-to document is used in conjunction with a graduate course on virtual development, but if you
are adventuresome you may want to use the document.  Working in virtual reality can be very
challenging and interesting.  Some individuals have real talent in working with in three dimensions –
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maybe you are one of them.  Be sure to find sandbox areas and test your skills if you are an exploratory
sort.
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